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Abstract

Implicit functions such as Neural Radiance Fields (NeRFs), occupancy networks,
and signed distance functions (SDFs) have become pivotal in computer vision
for reconstructing detailed object shapes from sparse views. Achieving optimal
performance with these models can be challenging due to the extreme sparsity
of inputs and distribution shifts induced by data corruptions. To this end, large,
noise-free synthetic datasets can serve as shape priors to help models fill in gaps,
but the resulting reconstructions must be approached with caution. Uncertainty
estimation is crucial for assessing the quality of these reconstructions, particularly
in identifying areas where the model is uncertain about the parts it has inferred from
the prior. In this paper, we introduce Dropsembles, a novel method for uncertainty
estimation in tuned implicit functions. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach
through a series of experiments, starting with toy examples and progressing to a
real-world scenario. Specifically, we train a Convolutional Occupancy Network
on synthetic anatomical data and test it on low-resolution MRI segmentations of
the lumbar spine. Our results show that Dropsembles achieve the accuracy and
calibration levels of deep ensembles but with significantly less computational cost.

1 Introduction

Recent advancements in neural implicit functions have facilitated their use for 3D object representa-
tions and applications in novel views synthesis in computer vision. Neural Radiance Fields (NeRFs)
[1] have gained recognition for their ability to accurately synthesize novel views of complex scenes
and became an important tool in applications of photorealistic rendering [2], such as virtual reality
and augmented reality. Signed Distance Functions (SDFs)[3, 4] is shown to be particularly useful in
scenarios where precise boundary details are crucial, like industrial design and robotics. Occupancy
Networks[5], which model shapes as a probabilistic grid of space occupancy, excel in handling
topological variations, making them ideal for medical imaging[6] and animation. Advancing this
concept, Convolutional Occupancy Networks [7] integrate convolutional networks to enhance spatial
learning, proving effective in detailed architectural modeling and complex reconstructions.

In practice, achieving optimal performance with these methods often requires densely sampled
input data and a high degree of similarity between the training data and the target object. However,
such ideal conditions are rarely met in practical applications like augmented reality, virtual reality,
autonomous driving, and medical contexts, where inputs are typically sparse and less precise[8, 9].
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For example, in medical applications, generating precise 3D representations from sparse inputs is
particularly crucial for morphological analysis[10]. Patient-specific anatomical modeling significantly
enhances the assessment of a patient’s condition and aids in devising customized treatment plans[11].

In addition to sparsity, real-world data usually suffers from noise and corruption that leads to dis-
tribution shifts with respect to the training data, and thus to significant performance degradation.
Occlusion, noise, truncation, and lack of depth measurements [12] greatly affect reconstruction from
monocular observations. Noise in estimations of camera poses inevitably degrades reconstruction
from sparse views[8, 13, 14]. Under input sparsity and distribution shifts, in safety-critical appli-
cations, such as medical[15] or autonomous driving[16], it is crucial that inferred information is
transparently disclosed to the end user, as it may significantly influence the decision-making process.
One approach to this end is to quantify uncertainty in the reconstruction. However, very few works
focused on modeling uncertainty in these implicit representations[12].

This paper addresses uncertainty quantification in 3D reconstruction from sparse and corrupted data
using neural implicit functions. We propose Dropsembles,1 a method that leverages a noise-free,
densely sampled dataset to model a shape prior and reconstructs based on sparse and noisy input
through fine-tuning the model. Our approach aims to utilize the high-quality prior dataset to fill gaps
and correct corruptions in the target data despite distribution shifts between prior and target datasets
induced by noise and corruption. Crucially, the model is designed to recognize and highlight areas of
high uncertainty. To the best of our knowledge, uncertainty quantification in 3D reconstruction for
neural implicit functions has not been comprehensively addressed in the literature.

Monte Carlo (MC) dropout [17] and deep ensembles [18] are two commonly used baselines for
estimating uncertainty in computer vision applications [19], which could be readily applied to our
task. MC dropout is simple to integrate and computationally efficient during training. However, it
often underestimates uncertainty and requires multiple forward passes during inference, increasing
computational cost[20, 21]. Deep ensembles involve training multiple neural networks independently
and averaging their predictions, capturing a wider range of potential outputs. This method provides
improved predictive performance and better-calibrated uncertainty estimates but is computationally
costly and memory-intensive. This becomes especially demanding in our fine-tuning context, where
each model in an ensemble needs to be trained on both datasets. Here we introduce Dropsembles, a
method that creates ensembles based on the dropout technique. Dropsembles aim to moderate the
computational demands associated with ensembles while attempting to maintain prediction accuracy
and uncertainty calibration of deep ensembles. Combined with Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC)
[22], Dropsembles is able to mitigate distribution shifts between source and target datasets.

Contributions This paper introduces several contributions to address the gap in modeling uncertain-
ties in fine-tuned neural implicit functions:

• We introduce Dropsembles (overview in Figure 1) to achieve the performance of vanilla
ensembles with significantly reduced computation cost (subsection 4.1).

• We introduce EWC-inspired uncertainty adaptation to take into account the distribution shift
in uncertainty modeling (subsection 4.2).

• We include a series of experiments to validate the proposed methods, in a controlled
benchmark on synthetic data and in a real-world medical application. We demonstrate that it
is possible to achieve high reconstruction quality and preserve patient-specific details when
using synthetic data in the form of an anatomical atlas (section 5).

2 Related work

Implicit shape modeling from sparse input Much attention has recently been directed towards
the problem of novel view synthesis from sparse views enhancing this task using NeRFs [8, 23–30],
SDFs [31, 32], and occupancy networks [33]. Implicit functions also found their applications in
medical imaging, particularly in 3D shape reconstruction from sparse MRI slices [6, 34–38]. In this
paper, we focus on occupancy networks due to their relevance in medical imaging applications but
note that Dropsembles can be used with other neural implicit functions.

1https://github.com/klanita/Dropsembles
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Figure 1: Occupancy network training with a dense prior and fine-tuning on a sparse dataset.

Uncertainty modeling Estimating uncertainty in deep models has attracted significant interest in
recent years [17, 18, 39]. A remaining challenge here is uncertainty estimation under distribution
shifts, which in most real-world scenarios is essential for guaranteeing the reliability and resilience of
predictions when confronted with out-of-distribution (OOD) examples [40–42]. In 3D reconstruction,
this is important since corruption and sparsity pattern in test samples often deviates from those
in training data. While numerous methods have been devised to detect OOD cases [43–47] or
enhance accuracy in unobserved domains [48, 49], the adaptation of uncertainty estimates has
been relatively unexplored. In a comprehensive benchmark study, [42] find that from all metrics
considered, calibration transfers worst, meaning that models that are well calibrated on the training
data are not necessarily well calibrated on OOD data. In an era dominated by LLMs and foundation
models, addressing this issue becomes paramount, particularly given the tendency of such models for
overconfidence as a result of fine-tuning [50, 51]. To overcome such issues, [52] introduces a method
for estimating uncertainty in fine-tuned LLMs using Low-Rank Adaptation. In computer vision, [53]
highlights that fine-tuning comes at the cost of robustness, and address this issues by ensembling
the weights of the zero-shot and fine-tuned models. [54] propose uncertainty estimation in one-shot
object detection, particularly focusing on fine-tuned models.

Closer to Dropsembels are [12, 55, 56] that address uncertainty of neural implicit representations.
[55] models uncertainty in the color and density output of a scene-level neural representation with
conditional normalizing flows. [12] uses this method in robotics applications. [56] estimates
uncertainty for neural object representation from monocular images by propagating it from image
space first to latent space, and consequently to 3D object shape. Dropsembels can complement all of
the above approaches by modeling the uncertainty in the weights of implicit functions throughout
fine-tuning, rendering them more robust to distribution shifts. By doing so, it improves both the
performance and reliability of methods building on neural implicit representations.

3 Background

3.1 Implicit Shape Representations

Implicit functions are widely used in computer vision to represent complex shapes. Assuming a
continuous encoding of the object domain X , an SDF for a surface S encoding a shape is defined
as f : X → R where: f(x) < 0 ⇔ x "inside" S f(x) = 0 ⇔ x ∈ S. Another popular way to
represent a shape object is an occupancy function g : X → {0, 1} defined as g(x) = IShape Object(x)
where I corresponds to the indicator function. The primary advantage of both approaches lies in their
ability to accurately model complex shapes from sparse observations using deep neural networks.
This capability underpins methods such as "DeepSDF" [57] and "Occupancy Network" [58], which
approximate functions by non-linearly regressing observations to the surface encoding the shape.
To facilitate learning from training sets, these techniques are often employed in conjunction with
latent representations to capture diverse shape variations and at inference time yield continuous shape
representations. The latent representations can be trained directly from data using autoencoders [58]
or autodecoders [57]. Recent research has also explored using large pre-trained models like CLIP to
obtain latent representations [59]. While the specific choice of the latent encoder is beyond the scope
of this paper, we will refer to it as an "oracle."
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Both methods can be described with the same formulation. We consider a dataset D :={
{xi

j , y
i
j}j∈[K], Z

i

}
i∈[N ]

, where N is the number of images, K is the number of available pixels

per image , Zi is a latent representation of image i given by the "oracle", xi
j ∈ X ⊆ R3 is the

position corresponding to the observed value yij , which are obtained through an SDF or voxel occu-
pancy following the definitions above. In both settings, the regression function is a neural network
fθ(x, Z), θ ∈ ΘNN . At training, networks are trained using the following optimization objective.

R̂D(θ) =
1

NK

∑
j∈[K] & i∈[N ]

l(fθ(x
i
j , Z

i), yij) (1)

Here, the loss function l depends on the method. For occupancy networks, l is the binary cross-
entropy, reflecting the binary nature of occupancy, while it is the L2 norm for SDFs, aligning with
the continuous nature of the distance function.

3.2 Uncertainty modeling

Deep Ensembles Deep Ensembles[18] apply ensemble methods to neural networks [60–63]. Mul-
tiple independent networks are trained to determine a set of optimal weights {θ̂i}i∈[M ] with the
subscript i denoting different networks. Ensembles mitigate the risk of selecting a single set of
weights, which may not yield good results particularly when training data consist of fewer samples
relative to the size of the parameter space. Instead, multiple solutions with comparable accuracy are
determined, allowing the ensemble to average outputs and minimize the selection risk. Training of
deep ensembles is associated with high computational demands due to training multiple networks.

Dropout Dropout [64] is a regularization technique that aims to reduce overfitting by randomly
omitting subsets of features during each training step. By "dropping out" (i.e., setting to zero) a
subset of activations within a network layer, it diminishes the network’s reliance on specific neurons,
encouraging the development of more robust features. Gal and Ghahramani [17] demonstrated that
dropout can also be interpreted from a Bayesian perspective and applied towards modeling uncertainty.
Dropout at test time (referred to as Monte Carlo Dropout) is shown to perform approximate Bayesian
inference, essentially through using randomness in dropout configurations for uncertainty modeling.

3.3 Elastic Weight Consolidation

Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) is a regularization technique introduced in continual learning
to address catastrophic forgetting [22]. The underlying principle is to protect parameters crucial for
previous tasks while learning new ones. Assume two distinct tasks, A and B, with their respective
datasets DA and DB , where DA ∩ DB = ∅. The tasks are learned sequentially without access to
previous tasks’ datasets. First, task A is learned by training a neural network on DA, resulting in a
set of optimal weights θ̂A. When learning task B using dataset DB , EWC regularizes the weights so
they remain within a region in the parameter space that led to good accuracy for task A.

Next, during learning for task B, approximate posterior of weights obtained during learning for
A constrains the optimization. A Gaussian approximation to log p(θ|DA) (see App. A for further
details), serves as the regularizer

θ̂B = argmin
θ

R̂DB
(θ) + λ(θ − θ̂A)

TF (θ̂A)(θ − θ̂A) (2)

where R̂DB
(θ) corresponds to the likelihood term log p(DB |θ), λ is a hyperparameter, F is the

diagonal of Fisher information matrix. Details can be found in Appendix A

4 Methods

We focus on shape reconstruction from sparsely sampled and corrupted inputs using occupancy
networks. While the proposed method can be applied to both SDF and occupancy networks, we
focus on the latter for demonstration. Given the sparse and corrupted nature of our input, we train an
occupancy network with high-quality data and then fine-tune it on a test sample. Through fine-tuning,
we expect the model to adapt to the input while transferring the prior information captured in training.
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Assume access to datasets DA and DB , defined in Section (3.1), with the number of points per
image KA and KB , and the number of images NA and NB . The dataset DA is assumed to be high
quality and "dense," while the dataset DB is "sparse" in terms of the number of points observed per
image and potentially contains corruptions in individual images, i.e., KA ≫ KB . Additionally, it is
assumed that the number of images in DA is greater than in DB , i.e., NA > NB (in our experiments,
we consider the case of a single image NB = 1). The two datasets can only be accessed successively
and not simultaneously; that is, DA is accessed first, followed by DB , without further access to DA.
Note that the latent representation vectors Zi are assumed to be obtained by the same learning oracle
for both datasets DA and DB described in Section 3.1. Without loss of generality, in this paper, we
consider the latent map L : X → Z to be a "frozen" encoder pretrained on dataset DA.

The underlying parametric function class of the model is assumed to be a neural network fθ :
X × Z → Y approximating a regression function as described in Section 3.1. The parameter θ
represents the set of weight matrices of the network i.e θ := {Wi}i∈[L] where L corresponds to the
number of layers. The output space Y corresponds to [0, 1] for occupancy networks and R for signed
distance functions. It is important to note that the versatility of the network model in terms of its
output space is tailored to the specific modeling task. However, this flexibility does not limit the
proposed method, which remains versatile across different tasks.

The procedures outlined in sections 4.1 and 4.2 involve two stages of training: initially on dataset
DA, denoted as Task A, followed by training on dataset DB , referred to as Task B. The primary
objective is to achieve high prediction accuracy in the second stage, while acknowledging the inherent
challenges posed by the sparsity and smaller size of DB relative to DA.

4.1 Dropsembles

Given the sparsity and corrupted nature of test samples, adaptation of the prior model is prone to
uncertainties. Here we introduce Dropsembles, a technique that combines benefits of both dropout
and deep ensembles, to capture and quantify this uncertainty. This approach aims to moderate the
computational demands associated with ensembles while attempting to maintain reasonable prediction
accuracy. Although ensembles are known for their reliable predictions, they are resource-intensive.
In real-world applications, involving large training sets, this cost becomes a hindering factor.

In contrast, dropout involves training only a single model instance. Applying dropout to a neural
network involves sampling a "thinned" network, effectively the same as applying a binary mask to the
weights. However, unlike ensembles where each model is trained independently, dropout results in
networks that are not independent; they share weights. Thus, training a neural network with dropout
is akin to simultaneously training a collection of 2n thinned networks, all sharing a substantial portion
of their weights. However, often this comes at a price of less accurate predictions.

In Dropsembles, the model is first trained with dropout on dataset DA. Subsequently, M thinned
network {fθm}m∈[M ] instances are generated by sampling binary masks. Each of these "thinned" in-
stances is then fine-tuned on dataset DB independently, effectively creating an ensemble of "thinned"
networks initialized with correlated weights. For inference and uncertainty estimations, this ensemble
is treated as a uniformly weighted mixture model, and the predictions are aggregated in the same
manner as traditional ensembles: p(y|x) = 1

M

∑M
m=1 pθm(y|x, θm). Although ensembles typically

benefit from networks being large and independent, our experiments show that this relaxation of
independence does not significantly diminish prediction performance metrics or expected calibration
error. The overall training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.

In the context of implicit functions, networks are optimized according to the objective defined in
Equation (1). However, it is important to emphasize that Dropsembles is a versatile framework that
can be adapted to train with any objective necessary for a specific task.

4.2 Elastic Weight Consolidation regularization for implicit shape modeling

In the basic version of optimization described above, networks start their training initialized from
the learned posterior of dataset DA. However, there is no guarantee that during fine-tuning the
network won’t diverge arbitrarily from initial weights. This is particularly problematic for implicit
shape modeling, where it is essential to retain information from a large and dense prior dataset
DA while adapting to sparse and noisy data DB to avoid overfitting. To address this concern, we
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Algorithm 1 Dropsembles
▷ Task A

Require: : DA

1: p̂(θ|DA)← Train fθ on DA with dropout
▷ Task B

Require: : DB , p̂(θ|DA)
2: for m = 1 to M do
3: θminit ← Sample a thinned network initialized from p̂(θ|DA)

4: θ̂m ← argminθ R̂DB
(θ) ▷ Train thinned network on DB

5: end for
6: Obtain predictions and uncertainty estimates← Ensemble {θ̂m}m∈[M ]

borrow developments from the continual learning literature, as they seamlessly fit into the framework
described above.

In particular, when fine-tuning individual instances of thinned networks on dataset DB , we can apply
the same reasoning to each network instance as described in EWC. Thus, the learning objective
for part B is replaced by the objective described in equation (2), which includes an additional
regularization term.

5 Experimental results

Our objective is to provide trustworthy predictions on dataset B without hurting performance. We do
so by modeling the uncertainty of the weights of a fine-tuned model. In standard prediction tasks,
models are evaluated with respect to accuracy and Expected Calibration Error (ECE). However, our
specific setup (reconstruction from sparse views) calls for additional evaluation metrics suitable to
computer vision tasks, such as Dice Score Coefficient (DSC) and Hausdorff distance. Besides ECE,
we include reliability diagrams [65] given our preference for a more conservative modeling approach.
Details on evaluation metrics can be found in Appendix B.

5.1 Classification under distribution shift

Toy dataset We first demonstrate our method on a toy data set for binary classification. This allows
quantitative analysis and demonstrates the versatility of our method. The experiment focuses on
fine-tuning a trained model on few samples with distribution shift compared to the original training
samples. We generated two-dimensional datasets A and B with a sinusoidal decision boundary and
Gaussian noise. A moderate distribution shift was modeled between the datasets by adjusting the
support values. We created 1000 train samples for dataset A, and 50 train samples for dataset B.
Training details can be found in Appendix C.

All variations of Dropsembles and Ensembles were tested using just 4 network instances. The best
regularization parameter was selected for each method via an ablation study in Appendix D. All
metrics in Table 1 were averaged across 3 random seeds. From the evaluations (Table 1, Figure 2), it
is apparent that EWC improves the performance of Ensembles and Dropsembles on both datasets.

Table 1: Comparison of methods fine-tuned on dataset B for toy classification and corrupted MNIST
reconstruction experiments. The results are averaged over three samples. All metrics reported in [%].

Toy classification MNIST

Method Acc-A ↑ ECE-A ↓ Acc-B ↑ ECE-B ↓ DSC ↑ ECE ↓
MCdropout 59.0± 5.3 40.0± 4.3 90.5± 0.6 11.5± 1.7 58.2± 3.1 8.0± 1.1
Dropsembles 59.2± 4.3 39.8± 4.3 90.5± 0.6 9.2± 1.3 64.9± 6.6 6.8± 1.4
Ensembles 56.5± 2.4 42.5± 1.7 90.0± 0.0 8.5± 0.6 62.2± 3.5 6.5± 0.6
MCdropout + EWC 66.8± 5.6 33.0± 4.8 86.5± 2.1 10.5± 1.9 60.5± 4.8 7.1± 1.5
Dropsembles + EWC 96.2 ± 4.2 5.8 ± 5.3 93.5± 3.8 7.0± 1.4 70.3± 3.9 6.4± 2.5
Ensembles + EWC 95.8± 2.5 7.5± 2.4 95.5 ± 1.3 5.5 ± 1.0 71.3 ± 3.6 5.2 ± 1.9
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from datasets A (points, light) and B (crosses, dark) b) MC dropout trained only on Dataset A. c)
Comparison of methods fine-tuned on Dataset B. Points are colored by the predicted class.

5.2 Implicit shape modeling from sparse views

MNIST digit reconstruction In our next experiment, we explore the reconstruction from sparse
inputs using the MNIST dataset. To this end, we converted the images into binary masks through
thresholding. To simulate sparse input conditions, we applied a grid mask to the images, masking out
every third row and column. This masking strategy was consistently applied across both datasets A
and B. For dataset A, we utilized all images for a single digit "7" from the MNIST training set.

To introduce a moderate distribution shift and mimic common real-world dataset corruptions, we
rotated the images in dataset B by 15 degrees and obscured approximately 15 percent of the original
pixels. In this section we are focusing on shape reconstruction, therefore "fine-tuning" and "testing"
are applied per image and not per dataset. Given that the occupancy network is trained at the pixel level,
each of these images effectively constitutes an individual "dataset B". We randomly selected three
distinct images from the MNIST test split, which would give us three different variations of "dataset
B". Fine-tuning and evaluating the whole test split of MNIST dataset would be computationally
demanding, as each occupancy network is fine-tuned on an individual image.

Our occupancy network comprises an 8-layer MLP, designed to process the latent representation
along with the 2-dimensional coordinates of each pixel, thereby facilitating pixel-wise predictions.
For configurations utilizing dropout, we incorporated a dropout layer with a probability of p = 0.3
following each linear layer in the network. Training details can be found in Appendix C.

We conducted an ablation study to identify the optimal regularization parameter for all methods, for
which details are provided in the Appendix D. We demonstrate qualitative predictions and associated
uncertainties for a single-image example in Figure 3. Visual inspection of the uncertainty estimates
reveals that EWC-regularized ensembles exhibit the desired behavior: they not only deliver accurate
predictions but also provide conservative uncertainty estimates, particularly noting high uncertainty
in regions with data corruption. Reliability diagrams, along with quantitative evaluations presented in
Table 1, confirm that elastic regularization enhances the performance across all methods. Notably,
EWC-regularized Dropsembles achieve performance comparable to that of the Ensembles but with
significantly reduced resource usage.

Lumbar spine In this section, we adapt the data preparation procedure from [11] but replace the
high-quality CT dataset with a synthetic dataset of anatomical shapes. As an anatomical shape prior,
we utilize a rigged anatomical model from "TurboSquid". To model patient-specific variability and
variations in poses during MRI acquisition, we generated 94 rigged deformations. Point-cloud models
from the atlas were converted to voxels at 256 voxel resolution in order to correspond to the resolution
of the target MRI dataset. We further applied random elastic deformations to mimic patient-specific
shape variability. We created a paired "sparse" - "dense" dataset by selecting a consistent set of 17–21
sagittal slices and additionally applied two iterations of connected erosions to simulate patient-specific
automatic MR segmentations [11]. A bicubic upsampling was employed on the "sparse" inputs to
adapt them for the encoder. We trained ReconNet [11] on the entire training split of the atlas dataset

7
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Figure 3: Corrupted MNIST reconstruction example. a) Example of training images. b) Comparison
of fine-tuned methods on dataset B. A "perfectly calibrated" method would have reliability diagrams
aligned on the diagonal. A "good conservative" method would have all bars above the diagonal.

to obtain an encoder, which we subsequently kept frozen. For the implicit decoder, we employed
only one of the rigged samples to accurately quantify performance on synthetic data and demonstrate
the method’s robustness to medium and strong distribution shifts. For real-world applications, we
recommend using the entire rigged transformations dataset.

For the occupancy network, we employed the MLP architecture described by [6], which features eight
linear layers, each of 128 dimensions (described in Appendix C). The initial training of the occupancy
network was conducted on an anatomical atlas. This intensive training process required 48 hours on a
single NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU, equipped with 48 GB of memory. Given the significant resource
demands, conducting a full ensemble comparison was deemed impractical. Such an analysis would
require the training of multiple network instances, substantially increasing computational resource
consumption. It is important to highlight that all models were trained at a very high resolution, which
is critical in medical applications where precision is paramount.

As the target dataset B, we use a publicly available dataset from [66], which comprises MR+CT images
from 20 subjects. We employed the same segmentation network as [11] to obtain segmentations
of 5 vertebrae, 5 discs, and the spinal canal [67]. These automatically generated segmentations of
high-quality MRI samples were used as the ground truth for the sparse 3D reconstruction task. To
create sparse inputs, we removed the same set of sagittal slices as in the atlas dataset. We randomly
selected 3 subjects for the consequent fine-tuning and testing.

The MR dataset described above lacks ground truth segmentations, which complicates numerical
evaluation. The goal of the model is to impute missing or misclassified parts using anatomical
atlas priors, which, while enhancing reconstruction, are typically marked as incorrect in standard
segmentation metrics. To facilitate a more accurate assessment of reconstruction metrics, we introduce
an intermediate benchmark. For this purpose, we utilize three random rigged deformations from
the atlas that were not exposed during training and apply a doubled level of erosions. This strong
augmentation provides a challenging input for dataset B and allows to model a significant distribution
shift aimed at rigorously testing the model under adverse conditions.

Numerical evaluation in Table 2 demonstrates consistent improvement of our method upon MC-
dropout. In order to investigate the performance of the proposed method on MR dataset, we perform a
detailed qualitative analysis in Figure 4. A consistent and distinct pattern not captured by the metrics
alone, stands out from the qualitative assessment: MC-dropout tends to produce noisy reconstructions,
as illustrated in Figure 4c-d, and generally yields predictions that lack coherent, continuous shapes.
This behaviour is partially captured in metric "DSC avg" in Table 2 - dice score evaluated on
individual samples of the network instances. This observation is notable because, although models
trained with conventional dropout generate reasonable predictions, their use in uncertainty estimation
undermines the fundamental objective of 3D modeling. Samples drawn from the dropout distribution
do not yield plausible shapes, as evidenced in Figure 4d. In contrast, our model, which draws from
deep ensembles, does not exhibit these limitations. Furthermore, increasing the number of samples
in MC-dropout does not resolve this issue but rather leads to higher computational demands, as
documented in Table 2.
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Figure 4: Lumbar spine reconstruction example on Subject 2. a) 3D-rendered views of sparse inputs
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Table 2: Comparison of methods fine-tuned on dataset B of lumbar spine experiment. Evaluations are
performed on the corrupted atlas. Metrics are reported for dataset B. Baseline is trained on dataset A.

Method DSC [%] ↑ DSC avg [%] ↑ HD ↓ ECE [%] ↓ Inference [sec] ↓
Baseline 65.0± 2.0 63.9± 1.8 17.5± 1.2 25.2± 0.4 167
MCdropout 85.3± 2.4 83.0± 2.0 13.1± 2.6 3.4± 1.8 164
MCdropout + EWC 85.3± 2.4 83.1± 2.0 12.3± 2.4 3.3 ± 1.8 117
Dropsembles 86.8± 2.4 86.3± 2.3 11.4± 1.8 4.6± 1.7 22
Dropsembles + EWC 86.9 ± 2.4 86.4 ± 2.3 10.9 ± 2.1 4.5± 1.7 21

EWC did not show significant benefits in this experiment, despite its superior performance in
previous examples. We believe the challenge lies in selecting the appropriate regularization strength,
compounded by the heavy computational demands of high-resolution 3D reconstruction. Nevertheless,
EWC did not degrade performance and can be applied safely even with suboptimal weights. This
critical aspect of model tuning highlights a complex area that demands further investigation.

6 Discussion and conclusion

Strengths In this study, we advanced sparse 3D shape reconstruction for high-precision applications
by introducing uncertainty modeling. We developed a flexible framework that facilitates uncertainty-
aware fine-tuning of models and showcased its utility in reconstructing the lumbar spine from sparse
and corrupted MRI data. Our observations suggest that traditional uncertainty methods like MC
dropout might not be ideal for implicit shape reconstruction, as they tend to undermine the basic
principles of implicit functions. However, our Dropsemble method effectively addresses these
limitations, providing a promising alternative for uncertainty modeling.

Limitations Despite the efficiencies Dropsembles introduce increase in resource utilization during
the initial training phase, they face the same computation demands in the fine-tuning stage as
Ensemble models. Another drawback is that, while using only four network samples can yield good
performance, this small number introduces a moderate level of variability in results.
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Future directions In this work, we focused on uncertainty in input weights, assuming the encoder to
be frozen. An interesting future direction is to combine Dropsembles with the uncertainty propagation
[12] to comprehensively cover all aspects of uncertainty modeling in sparse 3D shape reconstruction.
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A Appendix: Elastic Weight Consolidation

Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) was introduced to address catastrophic forgetting in continual
learning [22]. EWC is a regularization that protects crucial parameters in a network when learning a
new task, in order to avoid catastrophic forgetting.

Assume two distinct tasks, A and B, with their respective datasets DA and DB , where DA ∩DB = ∅.
The tasks are learned sequentially without access to previous task datasets. First, task A is learned
by training a neural network on DA, resulting in a set of optimal weights θ̂A. When learning task
B using dataset DB , EWC regularizes the weights so they remain within a region in the parameter
space that led to good accuracy for task A. The justification of the method is based on probabilistic
principles. Given a combined dataset D := DA ∪ DB , applying Bayes’ rule yields:

log p(θ|D) = log p(D|θ) + log p(θ)− log p(D) (3)

where p(D|θ) corresponds to the likelihood over the entire dataset and p(θ) is the user-defined prior
over the weights of the network. Rearranging equation (3) yields

log p(θ|D) = log p(DB |θ) + log p(θ|DA)− log p(DB) (4)

where it can be observed that all information from DA is contained in the posterior p(θ|DA), which is
usually intractable. Therefore, the EWC method employs the Laplace approximation to the posterior,
a process conducted during the training of task A. The resulting approximated posterior is modeled as
a Gaussian distribution, with its mean represented by θ̂A and covariance matrix ΣA = (F (θ̂A) ◦ I)−1

where F (θ̂A) denotes the Fisher information matrix evaluated over data set DA at θ̂A.

Next, in stage B, the optimization of parameter θ incorporates the approximation of the posterior
obtained during task A as a constraint in the optimization process. Following the equation (4), this
approximation, log p(θ|DA), serves as a regularizer in the learning objective:

θ̂B = argmin
θ

R̂DB
(θ) + λ(θ − θ̂A)

T (F (θ̂A) ◦ I)(θ − θ̂A) (5)

where R̂(θ) corresponds to the likelihood term log p(DB |θ), λ is a hyperparameter, I represents the
identity matrix, and ◦ describes the Hadamard product.

B Appendix: metrics

Uncertainty estimates for regression tasks involve using unbiased estimates of the modes of the
approximated posterior predictive distribution. In neural networks, this corresponds to performing
multiple stochastic forward passes. For classification tasks, three main methods for uncertainty
estimates are variational ratios, predictive entropy, and mutual information [68]. In our experiments,
we opt for predictive entropy.

Dice score The Dice score, also known as the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC), measures the
similarity between two data sets, commonly used in medical imaging to evaluate segmentation
accuracy. Defined as DSC = 2×|X∩Y |

|X|+|Y | , where X and Y represent the ground truth and predicted
segmentation sets, respectively. The score ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating perfect agreement
and 0 representing no overlap.

Reliability diagrams and Expected Calibration Error Reliability diagrams are graphical tools
used in uncertainty modeling to assess the calibration of probabilistic predictions. They plot predicted
probabilities against empirical frequencies, allowing for visual inspection of how well the predicted
probabilities of a model correspond to the actual outcomes. A perfectly calibrated model would
align closely with the diagonal line from the bottom left to the top right of the plot, indicating that
the predicted probabilities match the observed probabilities. Reliability diagrams are computed
by binning predicted probabilities into intervals. For each bin, the mean predicted probability is
plotted against the observed frequency of the corresponding outcomes. This involves calculating
the proportion of positive outcomes in each bin and plotting these against the average predicted
probability for the bin. The closer the points lie to the diagonal line from the bottom left to the
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top right, the more calibrated the model is considered. Reliability diagrams are closely related to
the Expected Calibration Error (ECE), which quantitatively assesses a model’s calibration. ECE is
computed as a weighted average of the absolute differences between the predicted probabilities and
the actual outcome frequencies across different bins used in reliability diagrams. Each bin’s weight
corresponds to the number of samples it contains. Thus, while reliability diagrams provide a visual
interpretation of model calibration, ECE offers a single numerical value summarizing the calibration
error across all bins.

C Appendix: training details

Toy experiment We generated two-dimensional datasets A and B with a sinusoidal decision
boundary and Gaussian noise. A moderate distribution shift was modeled between the datasets by
adjusting the support values of x1: x1 ∈ [−0.75, 0.7] for dataset A and x1 ∈ [−0.5, 2.0] for dataset
B. We created 1000 training samples and 500 test samples for dataset A, and 50 train and 500 test
samples for dataset B. Training details could be found in Appendix C.

We used a consistent model architecture across experiments—a straightforward 3-layer MLP with
256 hidden units in each layer. For methods using dropout, a dropout layer (p = 0.3) followed each
linear layer. For ensemble methods, 4 separate networks were trained on dataset A. For ensembles
and Dropsembles we used 4 network instances for fine-tuning and inference. For MC dropout we
used 100 samples at inference. We trained for 800 epochs for training with a learning rate 1e− 3 and
600 epochs for tuning with a learning rate 5e− 3.

MNIST experiment First, we trained a small autoencoder, consisting of three convolutional layers
in the encoder, only on dataset A. The encoder does not have dropout layers. The encoder was trained
with cross-entropy loss for 50 epochs with a learning rate 0.01 and a cosine warmup scheduler. After
this initial training, the encoder was kept fixed (frozen) for all subsequent experiments, and the
decoder was discarded. This encoder now serves to generate a latent representation of the input data,
which is then supplied to an occupancy network.

The 8-layer MLP occupancy network was trained with cross-entropy loss for 50 epochs on dataset
A with a learning rate 0.005 and a cosine warmup scheduler. For ensemble methods, 4 separate
networks were trained on dataset A. For fine-tuning on dataset B we used same learning rate but
tuned the networks for 30 epochs only. For ensembles and Dropsembles we used 4 network instances
for fine-tuning and inference.

Lumbar spine experiment All experiments in this section were performed on NVIDIA RTX
A6000 GPU, equipped with 48 GB of memory. The networks were trained at 16-mixed precision due
to memory constraints.

First ReconNet encoder was trained with cross-entropy loss on a full training split of rigged atlas
dataset to obtain a "frozen" encoder. We used a learning rate 0.01 and trained for 100 epochs with
early stopping.

The occupancy network architecture incorporates skip connections and ReLU activations, with
dropout layers (p = 0.2) following each linear layer except the last. To effectively model the entire
lumbar spine, we adapted the strategy from [7] by replacing the learnable latent vector with an
output from a pre-trained convolutional encoder. Specifically, we performed bilinear upsampling on
the output of this frozen encoder to generate a detailed latent representation for each voxel. This
representation, coupled with 3-dimensional voxel coordinates, was provided as input to the MLP. We
used cross-entropy loss for training and fine-tuning the occupancy network. The network was trained
for 100 epochs on dataset A with early stopping applied after 68 epochs. Learning rate 0.001 and
batch size 32 were used for training, where each batch we used only [64, 64, 64] random voxels. For
fine-tuning on dataset B we used the same of parameters for all the methods: learning rate 0.001 and
tuned it for 50 epochs without early stopping. Results evaluated at the checkpoint of the last epoch
are presented throughout the paper.
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D Appendix: selecting optimal regularization strength
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Figure 5: Toy classification example ablation for EWC regularization strength. Averages and
confidence over 3 random seeds. Red dot represents the optimal lambda selected for the main figure.

MC dropout + EWC Ensembles + EWC Dropsembles + EWC

Figure 6: Corrupted MNIST reconstruction example ablation for EWC regularization strength. Dots
correspond to different samples.

MC dropout + EWC Dropsembles + EWC

Figure 7: Corrupted atlas reconstruction example ablation for EWC regularization strength. Dots
correspond to different samples. Due to high computational demand we were not able to evaluate all
examples on the full grid.
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E Appendix: additional experimental results

Table 3: Comparison of methods tuned on dataset B of lumbar spine MR dataset. Dice Score
Coefficient (DSC), Hausdorff distance (HD), Dice Score Coefficient average per network sample
(DSC avg), Expected Calibration Error (ECE), and total inference time (time) are reported for dataset
B. Baseline is MC dropout trained on dataset A.

Method DSC [%] ↑ DSC avg [%] ↑ HD ↓ ECE [%] ↓ time [sec] ↓

Su
bj

ec
t1

Baseline 75.8 74.0± 0.0 18.2 4.7 161
MCdropout 93.5 92.3± 0.0 6.3 3.6 159
MCdropout + EWC 93.7 92.5± 0.0 7.1 3.5 156
Dropsembles 93.9 93.5± 0.1 6.2 4.4 20
Dropsembles + EWC 93.9 93.5± 0.0 6.0 4.2 21

Su
bj

ec
t2

Baseline 35.9 36.4± 0.1 34.2 33.6 30
MCdropout 91.3 89.7± 0.0 15.2 4.9 160
MCdropout + EWC 91.2 89.7± 0.0 18.2 4.8 157
Dropsembles 92.0 91.5± 0.1 9.4 6.1 19
Dropsembles + EWC 92.0 91.5± 0.1 9.5 6.2 19

Su
bj

ec
t3

Baseline 76.5 74.2± 0.0 19.5 3.7 159
MCdropout 92.5 91.3± 0.0 7.1 4.9 158
MCdropout + EWC 92.5 91.3± 0.0 6.6 4.7 156
Dropsembles 92.6 92.2± 0.0 8.2 5.3 19
Dropsembles + EWC 92.6 92.2± 0.0 7.9 5.3 19

Table 4: Comparison of methods tuned on dataset B of lumbar spine experiment. Evaluations are
performed on the corrupted atlas. Dice Score Coefficient (DSC), Hausdorff distance (HD), Dice
Score Coefficient average per network sample (DSC avg), Expected Calibration Error (ECE), and
total inference time (time) are reported for dataset B. Baseline is MC dropout trained on dataset A.

Method DSC [%] ↑ DSC avg [%] ↑ HD ↓ ECE [%] ↓ time [sec] ↓

C
or

ru
pt

ed
A

tla
s

1

Baseline 65.5 64.4± 0.0 16.8 24.7 172
MCdropout 83.5 81.7± 0.0 14.3 4.6 160
MCdropout + EWC 83.6 82.0± 0.0 14.1 4.1 30
Dropsembles 85.0 84.7± 0.2 13.2 5.7 21
Dropsembles + EWC 85.0 84.7± 0.2 13.3 5.6 21

C
or

ru
pt

ed
A

tla
s

2

Baseline 67.2 65.8± 0.0 16.5 25.6 164
MCdropout 88.6 85.7± 0.0 9.4 0.8 170
MCdropout + EWC 88.7 85.8± 0.1 8.9 0.8 161
Dropsembles 90.2 89.6± 0.0 8.9 2.3 22
Dropsembles + EWC 90.3 89.6± 0.0 8.1 2.1 22

C
or

ru
pt

ed
A

tla
s

3

Baseline 62.3 61.4± 0.0 23.5 25.4 163
MCdropout 83.7 81.5± 0.0 15.4 4.8 162
MCdropout + EWC 83.6 81.5± 0.1 14.0 5.0 162
Dropsembles 85.2 84.8± 0.1 12.0 5.9 22
Dropsembles + EWC 85.3 84.8± 0.2 11.2 5.8 22
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